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Arknights recruitment tag filter

How to Do : 1. Change the Game Server drop-down menu at the top right depending on your AK client region. 2. Change the user interface language to your preference. 3. Click the labels, up to 6 labels. 4. You can hover over the labels to see the translation. 5. You can also hide or show
the name and/or image of the operators. 6. Click 'delete' to reset all tag selections. Comments Share recruitment tag combinations A list of recruiting tag combinations that ensures specific operators on Arknights Global/EN server as of December 30, 2020. Indra Operator Senior Operator



Tags, Guard, Melee, DPS, Vulcan Senior Survival Operator, Defender, Melee, Survival, Defense, DPS Estelle Guard, Melee, AoE, Survival Adnachiel Sniper, Ranged, DPS 12F Caster, Ranged, Starter Durin Noir Corne Defender, Melee, Starter Rangers Sniper, Ranged, Starter Yato
Vanguard, Melee, Starter Castle-3 Guard, Melee, Support, Robot Lancet-2 Medic, Ranged, Healing, Robot THRM-EX Specialist, Melee, Nuker, Robot Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise not done. Last updated: 2021/1/24 22:41 Hot Topic Check out the
Obsidian Festival event guide here! Test your tag combination with this Open Recruitment Tag Simulator tool for Arknights. Select the combos and character tag filters to simulate the porridge straps you can get in the game! Check out the entire list of operators Select your
criteria/tags[Update January 20, 2021] We have updated the calculator and added operators. Delete All confirmed class type tag By selecting your preferred combination, you can filter the characters that you can remove from that specific tag combination. Up to 3 combinations can be
selected at a time. Try different combinations that can produce the rarest characters9 Time Wait is highly recommended Until you specifically search ★1 or ★2, it is recommended to select a 9-hour wait. The longer the wait, the more likely you are to get a character that matches your
selected profile. Learn more about Open RecruitmentSenior Operator &amp; Top Operator tags are Guarantee Rare Drop Senior Operator &amp; Top Operator tags will produce ★5 &amp; ★6 as a rare guaranteed drop. Use these rare labels wisely to select rare units of your choice. Some
tags are rareSome tags in open recruitment are rare and may take some attempts before they appear as an option. You can use Office to update tag selection, but be sure that tag roll rees take time before they can be used. See the guide the office hereSome operators cannot hireSome
operators, new and old, cannot be obtained through hiring. These characters can only be had by getting them through Headhunt. However, there is still the possibility that these operators can be added in a future update. Arknights Related ArticlesOperator Level ListBasics for BeginnersBuy
the Beginner's Guide &amp; TipsGame &amp;gt; Battle TipsGame System &amp; FeaturesFriend SystemAuto BattleStore &amp; PurchasesRecommended PacksLink &amp; Backup-Items and Materials ArticlesEarn LMDHow to to to Drones Page 2 latest update: 2021/1/27 23:36 We ask
all users to follow these rules in order to create a happy and friendly environment. User Behavior Please do not... Post any content outside the topicPrometeing profanity or other offensive contentPermancation posting of other third-party sites and/or applicationsPublish request for business
transactions If you find a post that violates our behavior, click the Report button. *Any posting that violates User Behavior will be removed* [Username:] megaulti-7736 [ID:] [Comments:] active daily - weedy &amp; thorns support :) Hypa-0316 [ID:] Relatively new player looking for dedicated
doctors for track sharing and operators developed to help each other with complete content! [Username:] Dabris-6396 [ID:] [Comments:] Please add me if you have an Ifrit E2 as a T-T support unit [Username:] Paul-0280 [ID:] [Comments:] Ptilopsis E1,Phantom E1,Thorns E1 Username:
Marilyn-8593 [Comments:] For Contract ! SIlverAsh E2 lv40 S3M3 Exusiai E2 lv40 S3 M3 potential 1 Spines E2 lv40 S3M3 W E2 lv40 Weedy E2 lv40 Magallan E2 lv40 Elysium E2 lv40 S2M3 potential Max I can't wait to see arknights lovers!! [Username:] Freedom 8920 [ID:] [Comments:]
Active daily. I ♡ Aak [Username:] SherryNyan-5643 [ID:] [Comments:] I just want to fill out my list (Blaze s2 M3, SA s3 M3) [Username:] Triqe-7383 [ID:] [Comments:] Looking to fill out my friends list :) [Username:] GeniusPit-4770 [ID:] [Comments:] Add me I have E2 SilverAsh and E2
Thorns. Feel free to borrow them :) [Username:] allenwalker-3032 [ID:]29998663 [Comments:] I'm looking for friends to swap tracks. Warranty will give a friend a hint [Username:] nimda666-8734 [ID:] 71853869 [Comments:] looking for a friend to swap tracks. Warranty will give a friend an
E2S2 Specter E2S3 Nian E2S3 Silverash [Username:] Skyfire 1376 [ID:] [Comments:] [Username:] Flyingdeathdog [ID:] [Comments:] I'm a new player who just started recently please add [Username:] Tahira-8283 [ID:] [Comments:] Hey! I'm new to the game, level 30 right now. I'm looking
for friends to exchange tracks with ❤️ [Username:] Zax-4319 [ID:] [Comments:] a little new, Shining lv 50, Meteorite lv 50 and Melatha lv 11 (elite 1) are my main network, add me if you wish. [Username:] SpeedJaeger-6211 [ID:] [Comments:] Handover for the reception room update. New
player. I need a lot of leads. Please add. Thank you fam. Beeswax (boomstick) Exusiai (pew pew) Hoshiguma (thorns) [Username:] Seju-7666 [ID:] [Comments:] Add :) [Username:] Sykkuno-3526 [ID:] [Comments:] New Player Here ( ' ▽ ' [Username:] Mistral-2181 [ID:] [Comments:] Hello!
Add me, please. E2 Angelina S3 [Username:] Cobalt-0100 [ID:] [Comments:] New f2p account, but active. lvl 2 at this time Share Recruitment Tag Sharing Comments is one of two methods for players to get Operators in Arknights, apart from headhunting. Overview Recruitment is available
after 0-2 has been completed. Initially the player only has the procurement strip (meaning that only one contract can be made at a time), but the construction and improvement of the Human Resources Office on the basis increases the number of hiring slots, up to 4. Before carrying out
recruitment, the player must determine the recruitment time and tags to use. Each contract costs LMD and a Recruitment Permit; the construction and improvement of the Human Resources Office reduces the hiring rate by 10% at level 1, 20% at level 2 and 30% at level 3. The Accelerated
Plan can be used to instantly complete recruitment, which does not change the outcome. Recruitment time Recruitment time can be set between 10 minutes and 9 hours, in 10-minute increments. The longer the time, the less likely the labels are to be crossed out (see below), but the cost of
LMD also increases. Setting the hiring time to at least 4 hours will eliminate 1★ Operators and add 5★ Operators, while setting it to at least 7 hours and 40 minutes will remove 2★ Operators. Tags There are five recruitment tags available in each recruiting slot, which decides what type of
Operator will be recruited. All five are randomly selected and not all are always available (see Tips), and the player can collect up to three tags at once. Once the contract is complete, the Operator will have the labels chosen unless they are crossed out, which can happen in the following
situations: Randomly during the recruitment process, especially if the hiring time is too short. If the player selects two mutually exclusive tags (for example, Medic and Guard), one or both will be crossed out. Possible labels are listed below, color-coded green for the common ones, blue for
the semi-common, orange for the most common, and red for the rare: Rating Robot, Senior Operator, Starter, Top Melee Operator Position, Caster Distance Class, Defender, Guard, Medic, Sniper, Specialist, Supporter, Vanguard Specialization AoE, Crowd-Control, DPS, DP-Recovery,
Debuff, Fast-Redeploy, Defense, Healing, Nuker, Shift, Slow, Invocation Support, Survival Available tags can be upgraded once an office is built. An upgrade opportunity is generated every six hours, up to a maximum of 3, but some operators can speed it up when assigned to work in the
human resources office. Operators The following are the Operators available from contracting on the Global/EN server as of December 30, 2020. In contrast, the following Operators are not available from contracting on the Global/EN server as of December 30, 2020: Amiya is given as one
of the and when 2-10, 3-8, 4-9, 6-17 and 7-18 is first erased. Grani, Flamebringer, Ceylon, Bison, Snowsant, Absinthe, Folinic and Sideroca can only be obtained from Grani and the Knights' Treasure, Operational Intelligence, Heart of Surging Flame, Code of Brawl, Forge Ancient, Children
of Ursus, Twilight of Wolumonde and Darknights Memoir events, respectively. Savage is given as a pre-registration reward and the Celebration of the 1st Anniversary. Ethan and Breeze can be purchased with the Certificate of Purchase from the Store's Coupon Store. Courier, Gavial and
Dur-nar can be purchased with Credit at the Credit Store. Bibeak can be purchased with Contract Bounty in the Permanent Trade Center section of the Secret Contingency Contract Sanctuary. The rest is only available from headhunting. Nian and W are only available in their respective
limited banners (Earthborn Metals and Cremation Last Wish, respectively). The following operators that are currently only available from headhunting on the Global/EN server had been added to the RECRUITMENT group on the CN server as of January 19, 2021: Hellagur Magallan
Schwarz Astesia Executor Glaucus Myrtle Sussurro Vermeil Mechanics Tips While the exact rate of hiring labels has not yet been revealed from official sources, it is clear that the rarity of tag combinations is determined separately from the tag set, which would mean that the label generation
process is done in two steps: The game determines the minimum and maximum rarity of operators that would appear from recruitment. From several observations, it is seen that 3★ are the most commonly selected; 2★ are semi-commonly selected; 4★ are not selected uncommonly; 1★
and 5★ are rarely selected; and 6★ are very rarely selected. The game randomly selects tags and tag combinations that result in Operators from the minimum and maximum rarities. As such, if during a tag generation process the game decides to choose 3★ and 4★ such as the Minimum
and Maximum Rarities of the Operator, respectively, then the generated tags and their combinations will result in at least one Operator 3★ and at most one Operator 4★. This also gives the following implications: Several rare and rare tags that guarantee at least 4★ Operators sometimes
appear together (i.e. support, fast-redeploy, and Shift at the same time) with or without common and semi-common tags that would ensure specific operators. Combinations of common and semi-common tags that guarantee specific 5★ Operators (i.e. Defender/Defense and Survival
guaranteed by Vulcan, or Caster and Healing guaranteeing Nightmare) rarely appear together. Because of that, recruitment depends more heavily on luck than head hunting, but there is a positive side: since the labeling process as explained above remains unchanged, this means that
while the rates of certain tag combinations are adjusted to suit the new additions each time the recruiting group is updated, the overall rate at which operators of a certain rarity appearing in recruitment are adjusted equally. Assuming the player didn't choose labels that guarantee 4★ or
higher Operators and sets the contracting time to at least 7 hours and 40 minutes, the rarity of the Operator that appears by the contract is as follows:[1] 3★: 73% (common) 4★: 26% (uncommon) 5★: 1% (rare) General Try to choose a combination of labels that guarantees at least one
Operator of 4★ or specific specific the player is watching. Remember to set the hiring time to maximum (9 hours) to reduce the chance that any of the tags will be crossed out. If the player wants to get Robot Operators (Castle-3, Lancet-2 and THRM-EX), don't forget to set the time to a
maximum of 3 hours and 50 minutes, as more than that will remove them from the search to be 1★ Operators. If the tag set did not guarantee specific operators, the player can set the time to 7 hours and 40 minutes to save LMD, being as short as possible to guarantee at least 3★
Operators and a maximum of 5★ Operators. If the player is lucky enough to get the Senior/Top Operator tag, always select any of them and set the hiring time to the maximum! As long as the time is set to a maximum of 9 hours, the Top Operator tag will never be crossed out unless a
counteracting tag (for example, Starter) is selected. Under the same condition, the Senior Operator tag rarely, if ever crossed out. At the beginning of the game, players should try to maximize the potential of their Operators through recruitment, as seen above, 3★ Operators are the most
common sight in the recruitment process. Later in the game, recruitment is a great source for the Certificate of Qualification and Advanced Certificate, especially if the player was lucky enough to get 4★ Operators most of the time. All current tags will be updated when new operators are
added to the group of operators that can be recruited. Therefore, tags should be used as soon as the player receives them. References Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Observed.
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